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ABSTRACT.
Some researchers believe, that the anomalous expansion of plant's nodes is result "...the absorption of electromagnetic energy by matter..." of node [3].
In a difference from this, in this article is accepted a version, in accordance with which phenomenon the anomalous expansion of plant's nodes is result action of
the instantaneous decline of pressure of air on the external shell of stalk of plant [8].

INTRODUCTION.
In the 90 - years of last century, the American biophysicist W.C. Levengood [1] discovered an anomalous expansion of nodes
on stalk of cereals, Fig.1., which was taken from the "Crop circles".
On the stalks of cereals, taken not from the "Crop circles", nodes (normal ) do not have the anomalous expansion.
The external shell of some anomally expansion nodes, Fig. 1B., has no expulsion cavities, the external shell of other anomally
expansion nodes, Fig.1C ., has expulsion cavities.
The external shell of some anomally expansion nodes , Fig. 1B., has no expulsion cavities, the external shell of other anomally
expansion nodes, Fig.1C ., has expulsion cavities.
Sometimes part of entrails an anomally enlarged node through a hole in the external shell is moved to the external surface of the
node [2].
Some from anomally enlarged nodes are bent without mechanical fracture, Fig.1D..
During process the bending of node, without a mechanical fracture, the part of stalk, which located the higher bending node,
will be moving from a vertical line , and this part of stalk are bending to the ground, irreversibly.
Part of the stalk,which located below bending node, after ending of process the bending, restores vertical position.
The rapid transformation of plenty of vertical stalks in the plenty of the anomalous bent stalks - creates the stalk lodging of
plants in "Crop circles", which often have the intriguing image, Fig. 3..
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Fig.1.
Normal node and nodes which have anomally expansion .
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Fig.2.
The mechanical fracture, vertical position and anomalous bend of stalks.
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Fig.3.
Рис3.
A “Crop Circle” in Switzerland.
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PHYSICAL PROCESSES ARE A SOURCE OF THE
ANOMALOUS PHENOMENA IN NODES OF PLANTS.
W.C.Levengood [3] supposed, that the anomalous phenomena in the nodes (expansion, expulsion cavities, bend without a
mechanical fracture) of stalks of cereals are caused by the intensive heating of tissue cells of plants at nodes.
The intensive heating of tissue cells of plants into a node, can cause boiling of the water solutions, which are contained in
tissue cells of plants .
Process Boiling of water solutions is accompanied intensive vaporization. Intensive vaporization into a node is able quickly to
increase the intrinsic pressure (Рв), which from inwardly of node are acting on the external shell of node.
The increase of intrinsic pressure (Рв) increases of the difference (overfall) (Р1) of values of pressures, operating from inwardly
and from outside at the external shell of node, where Р1= Рв- Рн , Рн– value of external pressure, operating from outside at an
external shell of node, Fig.4..
The external shell at the node expands (stretches) at the increase of difference (Р1) of values of intrinsic (Рв) and external (Рн)
pressures, operating on external shell .
Intensive vaporization into a node, arising up at the intensive heating of tissue cells of plants of node, the not unique physical
process is capable to produce anomalous to expand the external shell of node on the stalk of plant.
Freezing of cereal creates the anomalous expansion of nodes, which outwardly look like the anomalous expansion of nodes
on the stalk of plants, which taken from «Circles Crop» [4], [5].
With diminishing (falling) a value of external pressure (pressure of air environment of around a plants) (Рн) on the external
shell of node increases the difference between values of the pressures on an external shell, up to such values (Р1), which
able to cause the anomalous expansion of external shell of node.
Ability of physical process to increase of the difference (Р1) of values between pressures, operating from inwardly (Рв) and
from outside (Рн), on the external shell of stalk, is a necessary condition of origin of the anomalous expansion of nodes on
the stalk of plant.
Information of the field and laboratory researches,which are published «BLT Research Team Inc.», «ICCRA» and other by
organizations, insufficient for determination, which of the physical -mechanical processes creates anomalous expansion the
nodes at stalks of plants from «Crop Circles».
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The external shell of the stalk
Longitudinal section of node.
Pressure of Рн and Рв from inwardly and from outside a node on his external shell.
Fig.4.
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In tissues of nodes with anomal expansion , besides changes caused by the increase in the difference (Р1) values of the pressures
on the external shell of the node, there may be other changes.
For formation of anomalous node by means of heating internal tissue of node it is necessary to transform into steam liquids,
contained in internal tissues of node.
In addition, the intensive heating internal tissue of node, besides changes, caused the increase of difference (Р1) of values of
pressures on the external of node's shell, is accompanied the substantial increase of temperature of node's tissue and also
accompanied dehydration of node's tissue.
For formation of anomalous node by means of freezing internal tissue of node it is necessary to transform in ice a liquid,
contained in internal tissues of node.
In a node, at freezing of tissues of plant, except for changes, caused the increase of difference (Р1) of values of pressures on the
external shell of node, there are changes, whose are caused by formation of ice in tissues of node.
Substantial increase of temperature and dehydration of tissues at the intensive heating of tissues, and also changes, which are
caused formation of ice in tissues at their freezing, are able to ruin a plant.
Physical nature of the hypothetical sources of heating or freezing of plant tissues in «Crop Circles» is not studied .
It is unclear, those hypothetical sources whether have capability to create the intriguing images «Crop Circles»?
At decreasing (falling) of values of external pressure (Рн) on the external shell of a node, the liquid in the tissues remains in the
liquid state, the temperature of tissues does not change substantially.
At decreasing (falling) of values of external pressure (Рн) on the external shell of a node, in a node there are only changes, caused
an increase differences (Р1) of values of pressures, operating on the external shell of a node.
Falling of external pressure (Рн) creates minimum changes in tissues of anomalously expanding node as compared to changes
in case the intensive heating or at freezing of tissues of node.
In works [6], [7], [8], [9] it was rotined, that processes instantaneous formation of crack into a porous rock under earth (z<0)
are capable :
to decrease a value of external pressure (Рн(z)) of air environment on the earthly surface (z=0) and above earth (z>0) instantly ;
to create on the earthly surface intriguing images are «Crop Circles», some examples of whose it is possible to see on Fig.5..
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Images on the earthly surface , that can create instantaneously arising up cracks in porous rocks in
earthly depths.
Fig.5.
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STALK OF WHEAT.
On Fig.6. schematically represented:
stalk with an ear (А);
fragment of stalk (В);
longitudinal section of fragment of stalk (С).
The stalk of wheat consists of internodes, consistently connected by nodes.
The aggregate of consistently located internodes and nodes of stalk is covered by thin, integumentary "fabric", consisting of
epidermis. Integumentary "fabric" forms the external shell of stalk.
External part of node consists of the part external shell (epidermis) a stalk . Circle of collenchyme connects from inwardly
with external shell (epidermis) of node, Fig.8.А..
On the megascopic image of fragment of cross-sectional of node of stalk, Fig.8.В, evidently, that the external shell of node is
formed by monolayer, consisting from the cages of epidermis.
Inwardly of node the cages of collenchyme joins to monolayer, consisting from the cages of epidermis.
Cross section of internode from outside be limited by external shell (epidermis) stalk.
Inwardly of internode the ring of collenchyme is joined with the external shell (epidermis) of internode, Fig.7..
In cross section of internode the ring of parenchima is located between the ring of collenchyme and cavity of internode ,
Fig.7..
On the megascopic image of fragment of cross-sectional of internode of stalk, Fig.9.А, evidently, that the external shell of
internode is formed by monolayer, consisting from the cages of epidermis.
In the internode under a monolayer are consistently are located the cages of collenchyme, cages of parenchima and a cavity.
On Fig.9.А evidently, that a thickness of epidermis in a internode is approximately 4 - 5% from the thickness of wall of
internode.
On Fig.9.А evidently, that a thickness of collenchyme in a internode is approximately 10-15% from the thickness of wall of
internode.
Amount of collenchyme in the cross section of internode approximately in 8-10 times a less amount of collenchyme is in the
cross section of node.
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STALK OF WHEAT

LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF FRAGMENT OF STALK
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ε- thickness of epidermis
Epidermis
Collenchyme

Parenchima

Cavity of internode

Cross section of internode of stalk.
Fig.7.
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ε- thickness of epidermis
Epidermis
Epidermis
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Magnified view
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Fig.8.
Рис.8 8.
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Epidermis.
In a structural relation an epidermis (external shell) is very complex integumentary flexible “fabric”, which consists of the
living densely serried cages, and which possessing high durability on tension.
A cage of epidermis, Fig.9.В, is covered of thick cellular shell, whose volume is approximately equal 10% volume of cage.
Under a cellular shell there is a jelly similar protoplasm.
The walls of cages of epidermis are saturated with mineral salts of calcium and silicon,what gives them large durability.
Material of flexible “fabric” is constructed from the walls of cages of epidermis. Material of flexible “fabric” have capability
of be stretched (tensile) in longitudinal direction and isn't capable on stretching (incompressible) in transversal direction.
Material of flexible “fabric” forms the external shell of stalk, which resists pressure (Рв) from within a node or from within
internode on an epidermis, and hinders expansion of node and internode.
Stretchings stresses in a jelly similar protoplasm are insignificant as compared to stretchings stresses in the cellular shell of
epidermis and practically does not influence on the size of stretchings stresses in the cellular shell of epidermis.
Therefore of «effective» thickness (h) of flexible “fabric”, impedimental expansion of node and internode, is determined by
attitude of volume of cellular shells of epidermis towards the area of external surface of epidermis.
Taking into account aforesaid, a «effective» thickness (h) of flexible “fabric” equals approximately 10% from the thickness of
epidermis, or approximately 0,4% -0,5% from the thickness (δ) of wall of internode.
In this work supposes h =(0,005· δ).
Collenchyme.
A collenchyme it is the complex «mechanical» fabric, consisting of the living thick-walled cages.
The shells of cages of collenchyme have a property of plasticity and an ability to be stretched (tensile).
Collenchyme easily be stretched (tensility) and practically does not hinder expansion of node and internode.
In addition, a collenchyme is capable not only to be passively are stretching (tensile), but also actively to grow, if in the cages
are saved a living content.
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Internal content of cage of collenchyme puts pressure - a turgor – from within a cage on an elastic (capable to be stretched )
shell of cage of collenchyme.
A turgor, whose numeral value is exceeding of resistance of elastic shell of cage of collenchyme, generates the pressure (Рв) the
collenchyme from within on an epidermis.
A collenchyme, cages of which are in a state of turgor, are possessed high durability on a compression and hinders the
compression of node and internode.
MODEL OF FRAGMENT OF STALK.
We will used a simple model of fragment of stalk, which, in spite of rough simplification, enables interpret information got
W.C. Levengood and to get some picture of sizes, which are characteristic for anomalous expansion of nodes on the stalks of
cereals in «Crop Circles».
The model of stalk's fragment containes the segment of the thin-walled cylindrical pipe, Fig.10А., Fig.10В..
Because of cylindrical symmetry of stalk, the cylindrical system of coordinates uses in the model of stalk's fragment (r, θ, z ).
The vertical ax z coincides with the ax symmetry of segment of the thin-walled pipe and coincides with the vertical ax of plant.
The wall of segment of the thin-walled cylindrical pipe consists of material of afore-mentioned flexible “fabric”.
Thickness h of wall of segment of the thin-walled pipe is equal to the "effective" thickness h of flexible “fabric”.
A “effective” thickness of h of flexible “fabric” and thickness of h wall of segment of pipe is sizes of the third order of
smallness as compared to in size external radius of R of segment of the thin-walled cylindrical pipe, namely
(h/R=0,005·δ/R)<<<1 (где R = D/2, δ/R<1, Рис.10А., Fig.10В.).
A wall of segment of the thin-walled pipe is exposed to the action of difference (Р1) between the intrinsic (Рв) and external (Рн)
pressures. All pressures are homogeneous along a wall of pipe.
Because of change the value of the difference of pressures (Р1), which are acting on the wall of pipe, the particle of material of
flexible “fabric” of wall of segment of the thin-walled pipe are moves from the point of space with co-ordinates (r, θ, z ) pithily
space with co-ordinates ((r + ∆R), θ, z), where R ≥ r ≥ (R- h).
The components of vector of the w moving of particle of material are written down in a kind: wr=∆R; wθ=0; wz =0.
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The components of vector of the w moving of particle of material are written down in a kind: wr=∆R; wθ=0; wz =0.
In this case, the distribution of components εθθ tensor of deformations on the thickness of material of flexible “fabric” is given by
formula εθθ=∆R/r, where R ≥ r ≥ R·(1- h/R).
Smallness a value of h/R as compared with unit allows within with exactness the values to the third order of smallness are
writing down: r ≈ R; εθθ ≈ ∆R/R.
Material of flexible “fabric”, in case of the above-described moving of particles, deforms elastically.
Formulas for determination of tensors of deformations and stress in case a elastic deformation of material of flexible “fabric” is
possible to write down in a kind εθθ=(∆R/R) , σθθ=Е·εθθ , where Е is the Young's modulus.
Other components of tensors of stress and deformations are equal to the zero.
We will distinguish two types of models of fragment of stalk: model of fragment of node and model of fragment of internode.
Model of fragment of node.
The model of fragment of node is shown on Fig.10А..
In the model of fragment of node the value Sв - «working» square of the cross-sectional - determined by the formula of
Sв=π· R2·(1- h/R)2.
In the model of fragment of node simultaneously with the change of value of the difference (Р1) of pressures , which are acting
to the wall of pipe, take place change of the value of intrinsic pressure (Рв), that taking value on equal Рв∆ , and also does take
place change external radius of R and value Sв ( «working» square of cross-sectional of segment of the thin-walled pipe),
which accepting value R·(1+∆R/R) and Sв∆=π·R2·(1-h/R+∆R/R)2, accordingly.
Formulas for determination the values Sв and Sв∆ (the «working» square), in mentioned the crossection of segments of the thinwalled pipe, in the model of node, ignoring values of the third order of smallness, it is possible to write in a kind:
Sв=π·R2,
Sв∆=π·R2·(1+∆R/R)2,
where R and R·(1+∆R/R) - external radiuses of the crossection of node, accordingly, before and after the change of value the
difference of pressures (Р1), which acting on the external wall of pipe.
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Model of fragment of node of stalk of wheat
Fig.10А.
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Model of fragment of internode.
The model of fragment of internode is shown on Fig.10В..
The model of fragment of internode contains an internal cylinder (diameter of D0), which is not present in the model of
fragment of node.
In the model of fragment of internode, the radius of R0 of internal cylinder does not change (R0= D0/2, Fig.10В).
In the model of fragment of internode the value Sв - «working» square of the cross-sectional - determined by the formula of
Sв=π· R2 ·((1- h/R)2 – (R0/R) 2).
In the model of fragment of internode simultaneously with the change of value of the difference (Р1) of pressures , which are
acting to the wall of pipe, take place change of the value of intrinsic pressure (Рв), that taking value on equal Рв∆ , and also
does take place change external radius of R and value Sв ( «working» square of cross-sectional of segment of the thin-walled
pipe), which accepting value R·(1+∆R/R) and Sв∆=π· R2 · [(1- h/R+ ∆R/R )2- (R0/R) 2], accordingly.
Formulas for determination the values Sв and Sв∆ (the «working» square), in mentioned the crossection of segments of the thinwalled pipe, in the model of internode, ignoring values of the third order of smallness, it is possible to write in a kind:
Sв=π· R2 ·(1 - (R0/R) 2) ,
Sв∆=π· R2 ·[(1+∆R/R )2-(R0/R)2],
where R and R·(1+∆R/R) - the external radiuses of the crossection of internode, accordingly, before and after the change of
value the difference of pressures (Р1), which acting on the external wall of pipe.
PROPERTIES OF MODEL OF FRAGMENT OF STALK.
In the model of fragment of stalk, product of values of intrinsic pressure (Рв) and «working» square (Sв) cross-sectional does not
change, if takes place moving of particles of material of wall of segment of the thin-walled pipe, i.e. Рв· Sв= Рв∆· Sв∆ .
It is therefore possible to write down Рв∆= Рв· (1 - (λ·R0/R) 2)/[(1+ εθθ)2-( λ·R0/R)2], where:
λ =1 in the model of fragment of internode;
λ =0 in the model of fragment of node.
We introduce denotations σ(ε) for tensile the stress and ε for tensile deformations so, that σ(ε)=σθθ и ε= εθθ.
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The surface force, which acting to wall of segment of the thin-walled pipe, creates in material of flexible “fabric” of wall of
pipe tensile stress (σθθ =(Р1· R/ h)) and tensile deformations (εθθ=(∆R/R)).
At the increase of difference (Р1) of values of intrinsic pressures (Рв) and external pressures (Рн) material of flexible “fabric”
of wall of segment of the thin-walled pipe stretches, the values are a component σθθ and εθθ tensors of tensions and deformations
are increased, the diameter of segment of pipe's is increased (expansion).
If here in material of flexible “fabric” of wall of segment of the thin-walled pipe value the tensile stress σ(ε) does not exceed
the yield strength (elastic limit) σтек , and if after this event difference of pressures (Р1) on the wall of pipe of diminishes to the
initial value, then a value of tensile deformations ε material of flexible “fabric” diminishes to the initial value and expansion
of pipe disappears [10].
If in material of flexible “fabric” of wall of segment of the thin-walled pipe value the tensile stress σ(ε) exceed the value σтек yield strength, but does not exceed the value - σраз - tensile strength material, and if after this events difference of pressures (Р1)
on the wall of pipe of diminishes to the initial value, then a value of tensile deformations ε material of flexible “fabric” will
diminish till residual deformation (ε1or ε2) of greater zero, and expansion of pipe will diminish , but will not disappear to the
zero.
If in material of flexible “fabric” of wall of segment of the thin-walled pipe value the tensile stress σ(ε) exceed a value σтек yield strength, then material of flexible “fabric” is torn and in the wall of broadening pipe appears breaks ( "expulsion cavities"
[3.]).
STRESS-DEFORMATION DIAGRAM OF MATERIAL OF FLEXIBLE “FABRIC” OF EXTERNAL SHELL OF
STALK.
The stress-deformation diagram , are describing mechanical properties of the above mentioned flexible “fabric”of external
shell (epidermis) stalks as linear -hardening material [10], is represented on Fig.11..
Dependence σ(ε) (the broken line of АВСDЕ, Fig.11.) does look like σ= σy =Е1·ε on the segment of АВ and
σ =σп= σтек+Е2·(ε-σтек/Е1) on the segment of ВСDЕ.
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A stress-deformation diagram the linear -hardening material, which
are using for describing mechanical properties of the flexible
“fabric”of external shell (epidermis) stalks.
E

σy
σ1
σ2
break

σп

Fig.11.
11.
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DEPENDENCE Рн , ∆Р , Р1 FROM COORDINATE z .
Having regard to works [6], [7], [8], [9], dependence of values Рн , ∆Р , Р1 from the coordinate of z (z -axis - perpendicular to the
surface earth ) it is possible to write in the following kind:
Рн(z) = [Ра – ∆Р] it is a value of external pressure on the external shell of stalk,
∆Р =Р0·exp(-β·z) it is a value of falling of external pressure on the external shell of stalk,
Р1(z) = [(Рв– Ра ) +∆Р].
Where:
Рв it is value of intrinsic pressure, operating from within a stalk to the external shell of stalk;
Р0 is a value of change of external pressure (Рн) at the level of the surfaces terrene (z=0);
β it is a coefficient of fading of rarefaction wave;
Р1(z) it is a difference of pressures to the surface of external shell of stalk in the distance z from a level of the surfaces terrene.
Ра it is a value of atmospheric pressure;
z=0 is a co-ordinate of intersection z -axis with the surfaces terrene.
These relations are taken into account in the model of fragment of stalk, which using to analyze possible conditions formation
on the stalk of wheat of the anomalous extended nodes.
The model of fragment of stalk is applied for the calculation of tensile stress σθθ and tensile deformations εθθ in the external shell
of stem in points with the co-ordinate of z on the vertical ax of co-ordinates.
BIOMECHANIC PROPERTIES of WHEAT “Shannong 129”.
For a calculation with using the model of fragment of stalk in the point of z on the vertical ax of co-ordinates the values of
tensile stress σθθ and the values of tensile deformations εθθ is needed the informations about the biomechanic properties of
stalk of plant on the distance z from the surfaces terrene.
Description of biomechanic properties of stalks of wheat is executed with the use the results of works [11] and [12].
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At the work [11], for every from five internodes of stalk of wheat of “Shannong 129”, were determined biomechanic properties.
Namely: length (ℓ), diameter (D), thickness (δ) of walls, values of yield strength (σтек) and value of the Young's modulus (Е =
Е1).
In according to the methods of measurings, that mentioned in work [11], value length (ℓ), value diameter (D), value thickness (δ)
of walls, value of yield strength (σтек), value of Young's modulus (Е1) for every an internode were determined in a points on
the external surface of this internodes on an equal distance from two nodes, between which is located this internode (half of
length of internode).
«AUGMENTED» MODEL OF STALK THE WHEAT.
In work [11] for studing of lodging stalk of wheat of “Shannong 129” was used stalk's model, consisting of five fragments.
Exists bijection between five fragments of model from one hand and between five internodes stalk of wheat of “Shannong 129”
from other hand.
Biomechanic properties fragments model is same as biomechanic properties of corresponding them internodes stalk of wheat of
“Shannong 129”, which were described in work [11].
In this work the model of stalk of “Shannong 129” has been augmented by taking of account not only five internodes but also
five nodes and characteristic details of underlying structure of nodes and internodes, Fig.12.. All mentioned additions to the
model of stalk of “Shannong 129” substantially are influenced on anomalous expansion of nodes the stalk of wheat.
In the « augmented » model of stalk of wheat, Fig.12., each from five an fragments consists of one node and of one internode.
Length (no more than 0,2 cm) of node [13] of wheat scorned small as compared to length (no less than 7,8 cm) of internode [11].
Lengths (ℓ) of internodes, yield strength (σтек) of epidermis (external shell of stalk), Young's modulus (Е1), diameter (D),
thicknesses (δ) of walls in the middle of each of five internodes in the « augmented » model of stalk of wheat, Fig.12.,
coincide of with lengths (ℓ) of internodes, with yield strength (σтек), with Young's modulus (Е1), with diameters (D) and with
walls thickness (δ), characterizing the middle of every from five internodes the model of wheat of “Shannong 129”.
The values of biomechanic properties (ℓ, σтек , D, δ) five fragments of the « augmented » model of stalk the wheat and their
underlying the structures of fragments is represented on on Fig.12..
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For the values of tensile stress σ(ε), not exceedings the yield strength (elastic limit) σтек , values of the Young's modulus
(Е1) in the middle of each of five internodes of the « augmented » model, coincide with the values of the Young's
modulus, which are described in work [11], and accordingly, equal: 2168,62 MPa, 2228,93 MPa, 1429,63 MPa, 1458,55
MPa, 1973,65 MPa.
Nodes, internodes, a value of biomechanic properties of five fragments of the « augmented » model of stalk of wheat, Fig.12.,
are put in accordance for the points and segments of straight line, that of perpendicular to the surface earth. A coordinate z at
point of intersection straight line and terrene surface is equal to 0.
i-th node is corresponds to point with coordinate zi (at axis z).
i-th internode, that from above joins with i-th node, corresponds to segment of straight line with co-ordinates of z (points of
segment at axis z).
Where i =1,2,3,4,5 ; zi <z<( zi + ℓi); ℓi equals length of i-th internode; z1=0.
Certain in work [11] values of yield strength (σтек) and Young's modulus (Е1), diameters (D) and thicknesses (δ) of walls of
internodes characterizes properties of points (at axis z) with coordinates (zi + ℓi /2).
THE CHANGING (ALONG STALK) OF DIAMETERS, THICKNESSES OF WALLS, YOUNGS MODULUS, YIELD
STRENGTH AND THE STRENGTH OF MATERIAL EXTERNAL SHELL OF STALK.
Change of diameters of (D), thicknesses of walls (δ) and Young's modulus (Е1) along a stalk is represented on Fig.13.,
Fig.14., Fig.15., accordingly.
The value of tensile strength (σраз) material of external shell of stalk wheat was not determined in work [11].
The tensile strength (σраз) and yield strength (elastic limit) (σтек) of stalks of winter and spring wheat were determined in work
[12]. Using the results work [12] it is possible to write relation 1,32 ≤ (σраз /σтек) ≤ 1,53.
In this work is supposed (σраз /σтек)= 1,35.
On Fig.16., Fig.18., Fig.20., Fig.22., Fig.24., Fig.26., Fig.28., Fig.30. represented the change of yield strength (elastic limit)
(σтек(z)) and tensile strength (σраз(z)) of material of external shell (epidermis) stalk along axis coordinate z .
On each of these pictures in five points of curve σтек are represented the numeral values of five values of yield strength (elastic
limit) (σтек), which was determined in work [11].
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cm
cm

Change in diameter (D) of stalk wheat relatively a vertical line unto the terrene surface.
(The dark blue numerics under dark blue squares is information from work [11])
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cm

Change in thickness (δ) wall of stalk wheat relatively a vertical line unto the terrene
surface.
(The dark blue numerics under dark blue squares is information from work [11])
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MPa

Changing the values (E1) Young's modulus in the external shells of nodes and internodes of wheat
stalk relatively a vertical line unto the terrene surface.
(The red numerics o'er red squares is information from work [11])
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FORMULAS FOR CALCULATION OF STRESSES AND
RESIDUAL DEFORMATIONS AT EXTERNAL SHELLS OF STALK.
Having regard to a diagram, Fig.11., stress-deformation of material (to flexible “fabric”), is possible, in point with coordinate
z, for a model of fragment stalk to write down:
│ Е1·εθθ ,
( Е1 – Young's modulus) at σθθ ≤ σтек ;
σθθ= ┤
│ σтек +Е2·[εθθ – (σтек/Е1)] , ( Е2 – Young's modulus) at σθθ > σтек ;
or
at εθθ ≤ σтек/Е1 ;
│ Е1·εθθ
[Р в∆- (Ра -∆Р)] ·(R/ h)· [1+ εθθ] = ┤
│ σтек + Е2·[εθθ – (σтек/Е1)]
at εθθ > σтек/Е1;
│0
at εθθ ≤ σтек/Е1 ;
εθθост= ┤
│ [εθθ – ((εθθ–σтек/Е1)· Е2+ σтек) /Е1]
at εθθ > σтек/Е1,
2
2
Where Рв∆= Рв· (1 - (λ·R0/R) )/[(1+ εθθ) -( λ·R0/R)2],
λ =1 in the model of fragment of internode,
λ =0 in the model of fragment of node;
∆Р =Р0·exp(-β·z)] ,
εθθ=(∆R/R) ,
εθθост=(∆Rост/R) are values of tensors of residual deformations of external shell of stalk ,
∆Rост it is r -th component of residual vectors of moving of particle of material.
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Designating х=(1+ εθθ) and using afore-mentioned relations, can write down algebraic equation
a· х3+ b· х2+c· х+d=0 .
Where
a=[ Е2·(h/R) +(Ра -∆Р)];
b=[(1- Е2/ Е1)· σтек - Е2]·(h/R);
c={ - [ (Е2·(h/R)·(λ·R0/R)2+(Ра -∆Р) )·(λ·R0/R)2+Рв·(1 - (λ·R0/R) 2)]};
d={ - [(1- Е2/ Е1)· σтек - Е2]·(h/R) ·(λ·R0/R)2};
λ =1 in the model of the fragment internode;
λ =0 in the model of the fragment node;
∆Р =Р0·exp(-β·z)].
In future in this work it is accepted during the decision of afore-mentioned algebraic equation:
Е2=0,01·Е1;
Рв=0,101 MPa;
Ра =0,100 MPa;
β=0,001сm-1.
Solving of afore-mentioned algebraic equation for different values ∆Р│z=0 =Р0 allows calculate the tensors:
σθθ and εθθ is tensile stress and deformations of external walls the model of fragments stalk (Fig.10А., Fig.10В) on different
distances of z from a terrene surface during action falling external pressure ∆Р(z) on the external shell of stalk wheat;
εθθост it is residual deformations of external walls of model of fragment of stalk (Fig.10А., Fig.10В) on different distances of z
from a terrene surface after stopping of action of falling ∆Р(z) external pressure on the external shell of stalk of wheat.
On each of Fig.16., Fig.18., Fig.20., Fig.22., Fig.24., Fig.26., Fig.28., Fig.30. are represented five calculated values of tensile
stress σθθ, arising up at falling ∆Р external pressure at external shells of five nodes of stalk of wheat, that marked on a
horizontal ax.
On each of Fig.17., Fig.19., Fig.21., Fig.23., Fig.25., Fig.27., Fig.29., Fig.31. are represented five calculated values of tensors
residual εθθост deformations at nodes (εθθостузл) and at internodes (εθθостмежд) of stalk , arising up into the externals shells of
stalk of wheat, after stopping of action of falling of ∆Р of external pressure.
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MPa

Changing the tensile stresses (σθθузл) , yield strength (σтек) and tensile strength (σраз) in the
external shell material of the stalk wheat.
(ΔР = 0.000 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1; green numerics o'er green squares is
information from work [11] about yield strength (σтек))

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

in work [11]

cm
№ node

Fig.16.
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εθθост,%

εθθост of external shells of nodes (ε
Residual deformations εθθост in material
θθостузл) and internodes
(εθθостмежд) of stalk of wheat.
(ΔР = 0.000 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1)

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

εθθостузл
εθθостмежд

cm
№ node

Fig.17.
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MPa

Changing the tensile stresses (σθθузл) , yield strength (σтек) and tensile strength (σраз) in the
external shell material of the stalk wheat.
(ΔР = 0.005 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1; green numerics o'er green squares is
information from work [11] about yield strength (σтек))

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

σтек in work [11]
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Fig.18.
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εθθост,%

εθθост of external shells of nodes (ε
Residual deformations εθθост in material
θθостузл) and internodes
(εθθостмежд) of stalk of wheat.
(ΔР = 0.005 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1)

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

εθθостузл
εθθостмежд

cm
№ node

Fig.19.
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MPa

Changing the tensile stresses (σθθузл) , yield strength (σтек) and tensile strength (σраз) in the
external shell material of the stalk wheat.
(ΔР = 0.010 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1; green numerics o'er green squares is
information from work [11] about yield strength (σтек))

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

σтек in work [11]
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№ node

Fig.20.
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εθθост,%

εθθост of external shells of nodes (εθθостузл) and internodes
Residual deformations εθθост in material
(εθθостмежд) of stalk of wheat.
(ΔР = 0.010 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1)

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

εθθостузл
εθθостмежд
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Fig.21.
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MPa

Changing the tensile stresses (σθθузл) , yield strength (σтек) and tensile strength (σраз) in the
external shell material of the stalk wheat.
(ΔР = 0.020 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1; green numerics o'er green squares is
information from work [11] about yield strength (σтек))

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

σтек in work [11]
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№ node

Fig.22.
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εθθост,%

εθθост
Residual deformations εθθост in material
of external shells of nodes (εθθостузл) and internodes
(εθθостмежд) of stalk of wheat.
(ΔР = 0.020 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1)

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

εθθостузл
εθθостмежд
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Fig.23.
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MPa

Changing the tensile stresses (σθθузл) , yield strength (σтек) and tensile strength (σраз) in the
external shell material of the stalk wheat.
(ΔР = 0.030 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1; green numerics o'er green squares is
information from work [11] about yield strength (σтек))

Location of internodes on a stalk
Location of nodes on a stalk

σтек in work [11]
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Fig.24.
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εθθост,%

εθθост of external shells of nodes (ε
Residual deformations εθθост in material
θθостузл) and internodes
(εθθостмежд) of stalk of wheat.
(ΔР = 0.030 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1)

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

εθθостузл
εθθостмежд
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№ node

Fig.25.
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MPa

Changing the tensile stresses (σθθузл) , yield strength (σтек) and tensile strength (σраз) in the
external shell material of the stalk wheat.
(ΔР = 0.040 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1; green numerics o'er green squares is
information from work [11] about yield strength (σтек))

Location of internodes on a stalk
Location of nodes on a stalk

σтек in work [11]
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Fig.26.
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εθθост,%

εθθост of external shells of nodes (ε
Residual deformations εθθост in material
θθостузл) and internodes
(εθθостмежд) of stalk of wheat.
(ΔР = 0.040 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1)

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

εθθостузл
εθθостмежд
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№ node

Fig.27.
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MPa

Changing the tensile stresses (σθθузл) , yield strength (σтек) and tensile strength (σраз) in the
external shell material of the stalk wheat.
(ΔР = 0.050 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1; green numerics o'er green squares is
information from work [11] about yield strength (σтек))

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

σтек in work [11]
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Fig.28.
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εθθост,%

εθθост of external shells of nodes (ε
Residual deformations εθθост in material
θθостузл) and internodes
(εθθостмежд) of stalk of wheat.
(ΔР = 0.050 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1)

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

εθθостузл
εθθостмежд

breaking
at node
Разрыв
узла

( "expulsion cavities")
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Fig.29.
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MPa

Changing the tensile stresses (σθθузл) , yield strength (σтек) and tensile strength (σраз) in the
external shell material of the stalk wheat.
(ΔР = 0.060 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1; green numerics o'er green squares is
information from work [11] about yield strength (σтек))
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εθθост,%

εθθост
Residual deformations εθθост in mat
erial of external shells of nodes (εθθостузл) and internodes
(εθθостмежд) of stalk of wheat.
(ΔР = 0.060 MPa - falling of external pressure on the external shell of node № 1)

Location of internodes on a stalk

Location of nodes on a stalk

εθθостузл
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( "expulsion cavities")
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Fig.31.
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CONCLUSIONS.
1. Expansion (residual deformations) of external shell nodes and internodes are generated by falling ∆Р external pressure,
where value ∆Р equal or greater than 0,01МPа;
2. A node with the extended external shell of stalk, if takes places bending of stalk, is deformed unelastically, and the node,
after this, saves a bend in future.
3. Expansion (residual deformations) of external shell of internodes is considerably less expansion of external shell of
nodes;
4. The breaks ( "expulsion cavities") of external shell of nodes arise up at falling of external pressure on 0,05МPа and
more.
At falling of external pressure on 0,05МPа a breaks arises up in a node №4 ( second from above).
If value of falling of external pressure very little more than 0,05МPа, a breaks arises up in a node №4 ( second from
above) and in a node №3 ( third from above).
If value of falling of external pressure considerably more than 0,05МPа, a breaks arises up in a node №5 ( first from
above), in a node №4 ( second from above) and in a node №3 ( third from above).
5. Expansion of external shells of nodes and internodes does not arises up at the values falling of external pressure on
0,01МPа or less .
5a. The affecting of currents of air on a stalks, on external shell of which happened falling of external pressure on
0,01МPа and less, able to cause the mechanical fractures of stalks.
6. Genuine images"Crop Circles" from plants, with fractures on stalks that are arising up after falling of external pressure
at external shells of stalk on 0,01МPа and less, outwardly indistinguishable from man-made images"Crop Circles" .
7. At presently, genuine images"Crop Circles" from plants, with fractures on stalks that are arising up after falling of
external pressure at external shells of stalk
on 0,01МPа and less, groundlessly are included in class of man-made
images"Crop Circles".
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